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CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS FROM CANTOR
SPACES ONTO INVERSE LIMIT SPECTRA

ALAN H. SCHOENFELD

Abstract. Let S = {Xa;fag: Xr~> Xa} be an inverse limit spectrum of

compact Hausdorff spaces. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions

that there be a closed subspace W of a Cantor space and a family

[Sa- W -> Xa} of continuous surjections such that for each pair a < ß,

fag ° fß = fa. This result is applied to a special class of inverse spectra.

I. Introduction. It is well known that any compact Hausdorff space is the

continuous image of a closed subspace of a Cantor space, any compact metric

space the continuous image of 2", the Cantor set. This paper was motivated

by the following problem:

Let {X¡\i = 0,1,2} be compact metric spaces and let {/0l: A, -» A0|/' = 1,2}

be given continuous surjections. Do there exist continuous surjections

{/•: 2" -* X,\i = 0,1,2} such that/0 = /01 o /, = /02 o /2?
The answer (affirmative) follows easily from Theorem 3. Since the collec-

tions {A,;/y} form a (trivial) inverse spectrum, that result suggested that one

might examine families of maps onto inverse spectra in general.

Agreement. In this paper we assume each space Xa is nonempty, and that

the bonding map faa : Xa -» Xa is the identity on Xa for each a. The ath

projection from na %a t0 xa wu^ t>e denotedpa. We will denote Lim Xa by Aœ.

IL General maps onto inverse limit spectra.

Definition 1. Let § = [Xa ;/a/8: XB -» Aa} be an inverse spectrum. Let 5 be

a set and [fa: S -* Xa) a collection of set maps such that

(i) Each/, is a surjection.

(ii)  lfct<ß,fa=faß°fß.
Then we say the {fa} map S onto S.

Theorem 1. Let § = {Xa;faß: Xß -> Xa] be an inverse spectrum of compact

Hausdorff spaces. Then (A) and (B) below are equivalent.

(A) There is a set S and a family of set maps [Fa: S —> Xa) that map S onto S.

(B) There is a closed subspace W of a Cantor space and a family of continuous

surjections {fa: W —> Xa) that map W onto S.

Proof. Clearly (B) implies (A). Assume (A), and consider the set

Y = {(Fais))\s es} c ru„.
a
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For any y = (,Fa{s)) in Y and any pair a < ß, we have

Pa(y)  = Fa(S)  = faß(Fß(S))  = faßiPßiy)),

so that Y C Xx. Since each A",, is compact Hausdorff, it follows that F is a

compact Hausdorff subspace of Xx ; thus there is a Cantor space K with closed

subspace W and a continuous surjection /: W —> Y. For each a define

fa : W -+ A^ hy fa = pa ° f, where />a is the restriction to F of the ath

projection map in na Xa- ^ac^ /a 's a continuous surjection, being the

composition of two such maps. In addition, for each pair a < ß,

fa = Pa ° / = (faß °Pß)°f = faß ° iPß ° f) = faß ° Pß,

completing the proof.

In view of the above, we will say S ccîai be mapped onto if condition (A) holds.

The topological structure of the spaces that can map onto § will be determined

by the structures of the {Xa} and the cardinality of the index set & = {a}.

III. Specific types of inverse spectra.

Example. Let S be the inverse spectrum defined schematically in Figure 1,

pointwise in Figure 2. Clearly A^, = 0, so S cannot be mapped onto.

/,:

Figure 1 Figure 2

The difficulties with this inverse spectrum arise from the fact that the index

set & = (1,2,3,4} is not directed (no element of & follows both 3 and 4) but is

partially directed (1 and 2 are unrelated, but each of 3 and 4 follows both). In

the case of either extreme—the index set & = {a} is directed, or & is not

partially directed—we will show § can be mapped onto. The former case

follows easily from known results. The latter is new, and requires some

development.

Theorem 2. Let S = {Aa;/,0} be an inverse spectrum of compact Hausdorff

spaces where

(a) eacA faa is a continuous surjection,

(b) the index set â = {a} is directed.

Then S cízai be mapped onto.

Proof. In view of (b) (see [1]),

fA) = n ifaßixp)).
ß>a
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From (a), each map thus defined is surjective: thus the family [pa\x } maps

Xx onto §.
Definition 2. Let S be an inverse spectrum, with < the partial order on the

index set & = [a). If

(*) a < ß   and   ß < y imply a < y

we say S is tree-like. If in addition, & has a unique minimal element, we say S

is a tree.

Every tree-like inverse spectrum § can canonically be embedded in a tree

5" = ?T(S). One need only adjoin a distinguished element * to the index set

& = [a] and set * < a for each a E &. Let X+ = [x+} be a one-point space,

and set/,„(.*) = x* for each x in each Xa. The spectrum ?T = {{Aa} U A"* ;

(faß) u {f*a)}ls a tree- Clearly S can be mapped onto if and only if 5"can be

mapped onto.

Theorem 3. Let 5" = {Xa;faß\ be a tree of compact Hausdorff spaces, where

each faß is a continuous surjection. Then 5" can be mapped onto.

Proof. We will show by transfinite induction that eachpa\x : Xx -* Xa is

surjective; i.e., given xao E X^ there is a point y = (ya) E X^ with y^

= x„ .
0

Let «bea well-ordering of & = {a}, and denote by £(a) the proposition

yñ has been designated for all ß < a;

(**)
and if y < ß < a, then fyß(yß) = yy.

Begin the induction by setting yaQ = x^ and designating yy = fya()iyao) for

all y < a0. Now let a be given such that Piß) holds for all ß <s a. It may be

that _ya has been designated: if a < /? for some ß ■« a, then (**) follows

trivially. Suppose then that ya has not been designated. One sees easily from

(*) of Definition 2 that

<$> = {ßE&\ß<ia and yB has been designated}

is totally ordered by <. If y, ß E % and y < ß, we have that>>7 = fyßiyß), so

that

(***) If y, 0 G %   y<ß implies /£» iyß) C j^1^).

Each/oa: A"a -* Xß is a continuous surjection, so each/^'í^) is closed in Xa.

By (***), the collection [fßaiyß)\ß E <$>} has the finite intersection property.

Since Xa is compact Hausdorff, C\{ffaiyß)\ß G %} is nonempty. Designate

any point in the intersection as ya, and set yß = fßaiya) for all ß < a. This

completes the proof.

Corollary 2.    F/ie following can be mapped onto.

(1) Any tree-like spectrum of compact Hausdorff spaces.

(2) A ny spectrum of compact Hausdorff spaces where there is a set % C &

cofinal, where % is tree-like.
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Corollary 3.    Let S be an inverse spectrum which, in addition to satisfying

any of the conditions of Corollary 2, satisfies

(i) each Xa is compact metric,

(ii) the index set & = {a} is countable.

Then the Cantor set 2W maps onto §, with each fa continuous. In particular, 2U

maps continuously onto the inverse spectrum mentioned in the introduction.

The proofs of Corollaries 2 and 3 are obvious.

The author thanks the referee for suggesting he consider Theorem 1 in its

full generality.
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